INDEX

A
Abundance mindset, cultivation, 205
Acceptance, willfulness (contrast), 140–144
Accountability, coaches (impact), 87
Account sizes
  impact, 73–75
  usage, 74
Agreed risk, 28
Algorithmic trading, 116–117
Analysis methodologies, 141
Analysis toolbox, 235
Angry traders, forgiving traders (contrast), 61–63
Apathetic trader, enthusiastic trader (contrast), 80–82
Auditory learner, 119
Automated trading, conventional trading (contrast), 116–118
Average loss per trade, calculation, 180–181
Average profit per trade, calculation, 180–181
Average stop loss, estimation, 75
Average true range (ATR), 243
Awakening the Giant Within (Robbins), 199
Awesome Oscillator, 131, 241–242

B
Bad mood trading, good mood trading (contrast), 219–221
Bearish engulfing patterns, 240
Behavior, repetition, 223–224
Black-box trading, 116–117
Bollinger Band support, checking, 166
Broker, due diligence, 30
Buffett, Warren, 31, 123
Bullish engulfing patterns, 240
Burnout. See Trader burnout
Business
  model, 27–28
  owner, 19–20
Business plan, 28. See also Trader business plan
    absence, impact, 52–53
    completion, 51
    coverage, 53, 54f
    goals, establishment, 54
    money management strategy, 30
    requirement, reasons, 51–52
    setup process, 53
    steps, 54–56
Business planning process
  FX Trader’s EDGE, 53
  steps, 53–56
Buy/sell signal, MACD trigger, 94f
C
Calm trader, nervous trader (contrast), 101–106
Candlestick analysis, usage, 65
Candlestick patterns
emergence, 240
usage, 165
Capital
preservation, 56
starting capital, 74
Capital at risk, 74
calculation, 150
establishment, 149–151
summary, 151t
2 percent per trade, application
(example), 149–150
CAR. See Compound annual return
Career achievement, replacement, 80–81
Carnegie, Dale, 80, 165
Carter-Scott, Cherie, 61
Cautious trading, reckless trading
(contrast), 123–126
CFD. See Contract for difference
Channels. See Price channel; Trends
drawing, 239f
lines, 238
usage, 241f. See also Trends.
Chart
patterns, 3
setup, 130
Chessmetrics, 173
Clarity, muddled thinking (contrast), 58–61
Clear-headed trader, sorrowful trader
(contrast), 217–219
Clinton, William J., 214
Close stops, setting, 75–76
Coach. See Trading coach
Coaching
continuation, 197
session, 269–270
coverage, 270–271
value, 225–226
Community, trader success (impact), 212
Compound annual return (CAR), 182–183
Compounding, effect (absence), 72
Confidence
impact, 138
level, 166
loss, 200
Conservative trader, impulsive trader
(contrast), 168–170
Continuous learning, plan, 90
Contract for difference (CFD), 250
asset classes, 117
Contracts, dollar amount, 74
Conventional trading, automated trading
(contrast), 116–118
Corrective wave characteristics, 247–248
Courage, conformity (contrast), 63–65
Crowd, following, 63
Currency pairs
examination, 104
overnight funding cost, 150
selection, 194
slippage, 150
Cynicism, impact, 208
D
Daily charts
position trader usage, 114f
swing trader usage, 112, 113f
trend correction, 154f
Daily journal, maintenance, 265
Daily profits, goals, 70
Daily Trading Blotter, 176, 276
downloading, 183
example, 177f
Day trader, 70
ATR, usage, 243
5-minute time frames, 109
hourly chart, usage, 110f
market watching, 108
1-hour time frames, 109
pips per day target, 74
tendency, 86
Day trades, 250
INDEX

Day trading, 109
  chart, setup, 152
  day-trading system, 152–153
  preference, 108–109
Decision-making process, 57
De Lint, Charles, 219
Development, coaches (impact), 86–87
Discretionary trader
  fundamentals, trading, 130
  mechanical trader, contrast, 116
Disorganized trader, organized trader
  (contrast), 183–186
Distractions, reduction, 104–105
Dollar value, calculation, 75
Downtrend line, 238
Drawdown
  calculation. See Maximum drawdown.
  effect, 147
Drucker, Peter, 71
Duhigg, Charles, 21

E
Edison, Thomas A., 217
Education, commitment, 85
  trading coach, impact, 225–226
Eight-wave market cycle, 244f
  impact, 244–245
Einstein, Albert, 183
Elliott, Ralph Nelson, 243–244
Elliott Wave analysis, 235,
  243–245
  5-wave sequence, 131
  impact, 103f
  MACD, complement, 94f
  patterns, 248
  usage, 60, 139, 141
  example, 91
  verification, 65
Elliott Wave cycles, 252
Elliott Wave Ultimate course, 101
EMAs
  clusters, 253
  usage, examples, 152–153
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 63
Emotional decision, impact, 62
Emotional pendulum, 7
Emotional state, mindfulness, 62
Emotional support, 82
Emotional threshold, testing, 105
Emotional trading, 104
Emotion, impact, 32–33
Emotions
  absence, 79
  impact, 34, 82
  positive/negative emotions, 82
Empathy, example, 67
End-of-day review, performance, 195
End-of-trend (ETT) confirmations,
  240–242
  types, 241f
End-of-trend market reversals, 240
End-of-trend (ETT) strategies, 255
End-of-trend (ETT) trade, planning (chart
  setup/analysis), 262f
Engulfing patterns, 240
Enthusiastic trader, apathetic trader
  (contrast), 80–82
Entrepreneurial traders, 4
  characteristics, 19f
  goals, 68–69
  habits, example, 5
  plans, execution, 20
  process, 25
  technical junkie, contrast, 18–19
  transformation, steps, 25–26
Entry. See Trade entry
  rules, 130, 152–153
Equities, 2 percent capital at risk per trade
  application (example), 150–151
ETT. See End-of-trend
EUR/USD
  downward moving trend, 77–78
  market, trade opportunity, 153
  trade, mapping (example), 165
Evening stars, 240
Events, change (impact), 32
Execution, transformation step, 26
Exit rules, 129, 130, 153
Expectancy, calculation, 180
Expectations, performance (relationship), 182–183
Expert Advisors (EA), forex trader usage, 117
Expert traders, 199

F
Fear
  greed, contrast, 31–35
  impact, 34
  tempering, 34–35
  process, 167–168
Feedback/improvement, transformation step, 26
Feedback, positive feedback, 80
Fibonacci Filter end-of-trend trade, example, 256f
Fibonacci Filter Trading System, 230
  chart setup, 250, 251f
  overview, 249
Fibonacci profit-taking points, usage, 158
Fibonacci retracement, determination, 131
Fibonacci series, 3
  usage, 141
15-minute chart
  momentum trader usage, 110f
  Three Profitseers, example, 160f
  trend confirmation, 156f
Financial independence, 41–42
Financial pendulum, 7
Flexible trader, stubborn trader (contrast), 138–140
Ford, Henry, 199
Foresight
  hindsight, contrast, 91–97
Forex day trades, 250
Forex traders
  Expert Advisors (EA) usage, 117
  learning, 12
  offerings, 30
  Forex trades, 250
Forex trading, 163
  example, 72
  learning, 12
  2 percent capital at risk per trade,
  application (example), 149–150
Forgiving traders, angry traders (contrast), 61–63
Fractal nature, 248
Franklin, Benjamin, 202
Full-time trading, plan, 69
Futures trading, 194
  requirements, 30
FX Trader’s EDGE (business planning process), 53
  coaching process, 271–272
  scorecard, 269–270
G
Get-rich-quick scheme, trading (contrast), 46
Goals
  achievement, 56–58, 88
  advice, 68
  calculations, example, 72
  coaches, impact, 87–88
  defining, 67, 76–77, 225
  establishment, 54, 225
  long-term goals, 15
    clarity, 54
    numbers, measurement, 71–75
    realism, 87
  requirement, reasons, 70
  research results, 57
  setting, 70–71
    SMART criteria, 71
  short-term goals, 15
    clarity, 54, 65
    specificity, 70
Golden rule, 21
Good mood trading, bad mood trading (contrast), 219–221
Grading system
  targets, 68
  usage, 76
Greed
  balancing, 158–159
  fear, contrast, 31–35
  impact, 34
  tempering, 34–35

Gurus. See Trading
  trust, 64

Gut feelings, reliance, 19, 34, 163

H

Habits
  absence, impact, 59–60
  advice, 68
  change, 21–22
    difficulty, 22–23
  cultivation, 27–31
  division/conquest, 21
  formation, magic number, 231
  goals, defining, 67
  keystone habit, 22
  loop, steps, 21
  modeling, 22–23
  negative habits, formation, 27
  replacement, 5
  trader business plan, completion, 51
  trading business establishment, reasons, 39

Hammers, candlestick pattern, 240

High-frequency trading, 116–117

High school, dropout rate
  analysis, 107–108
  reduction, 119–121

Hill, Napoleon, 51

Hindsight, foresight (contrast), 91–97

Historical trading data, collection, 185–186

Hobbyist, 19–20

Hopelessness, feeling, 201–202

Hourly chart, day trader usages, 111f

Huxley, Aldous, 58

I

I can attitude, 201

I can mindset, practicing, 201

I can spirit, I can’t spirit (contrast), 199–202

I can’t attitude, impact, 201–202

I can’t phrase, avoidance, 201

Idealistic herd follower, 164

Idealistic trader, pragmatic trader (contrast), 162–165

Impatience, 204
  tempering, 204–205

Impatient trader, patient trader (contrast), 202–203

Impulsive act, reason, 167

Impulsive trader, conservative trader (contrast), 168–170

Inaction, wisdom, 203

Income
  earnings, inconsistency, 18
  replacement, milestones (example), 49t

Independence, thriving, 196

Information, exchange (value), 90

Information technology (IT)
  infrastructure, plan, 56

Intuition, 108

J

Job, fulfillment (example), 39–40

John, Charlie E., 197

K

Keystone habit, 22

Killer wave, 247

Kinaesthetic learner, 118

Knowledge
  acquisition, 90
  improvement, 81
  overestimation, 123–124

L

Learning
  auditory learner, 118
  coaches, impact, 86–87
  kinaesthetic learner, 118
  reading, secrets, 199
Learning (Continued)
styles, differences, 119
success, modeling, 192
visual learner, 118
Leveraged profit goals, calculations, 72
Life. See Trading life
challenges, 217–218
decisions, differences, 218–219
plan, 212
creation, action, 214
development, outline, 213–214
simplification plans, 210–211
trading, fit, 210
turmoil, impact, 218
Limits for multiple trades, requirement, 149
Limits per trade, requirement, 149
Long positions, entry areas, 254f
Long-term goals, 15
Long-term trader, short-term trader (contrast), 116
Loss percentage, calculation, 181
Luck
impact, 99
lesson, 100
secret, 99–100
Lucky trader, unlucky trader (contrast), 97–101

M
MACD. See Moving average convergence divergence
Manual support/resistance, 242f
Maraboli, Steve, 45
Margin requirements, examination, 30
Market
animal, analogy, 144
behaviors, acceptance/rejection, 143
changes, example, 32
conditions, analysis process, 133
confidence, 91
conforming, 64
cycles, 235–236, 243–245
eight-wave market cycle, 244f
understanding, 7
downtrend, 102f
downward movement, 95
down-reversals, 240
flow, opposition, 141, 143
foresight, tools, 91–95
indicators, checking, 166
irrationality, fear, 33
lenses, usage, 138–139
money, increase, 40
movement, repetition/rhythm (example), 142f
pendulum, 6–7
tops/bottoms, impact, 240
trend, movement, 141, 143
waves, surfing, 141
Matthew, Gail, 56
Maximum drawdown, calculation, 181–182
Mechanical trader, discretionary trader (contrast), 116
Mentoring session, 235, 249
Mentors, engagement, 26, 56
MetaTrader 4 (MT4) platform, 117
MetaTrader 5 (MT5) platform, 117
Metrics
assistance, 182
defining, 52
Mind
maintenance, steps, 56
sharpness, peak, 69
Mindfulness, usage, 215
Mission, establishment, 52
Momentum divergences, occur, 246
Momentum trader, 70
chart, usage, 110f
5-minute time frames, 109
30-second time frames, 109
Momentum trading, 109
Money
amount, requirement, 45
collection, decisions, 45
going broke, 46–47
increase, 40
loss, 4, 148–151
avoidance, 45
fear, 63
making, trading (relationship), 80–81
management strategy, 147–148
risk, reasons, 203
Money management, 264
drawdown effect, 147
objectives, 28
plan, stop losses (setting), 148
problems, 52
strategies, 30
  establishment, 56
  requirements, 149
  usage, 151–162
Monthly profits, goals, 70
Moral support, 82
Morning stars, candlestick pattern, 240
Motivation
  coaches, impact, 88
  maintenance, 210–212
Motive wave, 244
Move of equality, 153
Moving average convergence divergence (MACD), 241
  impact, 94f
  signal line, crossing, 101
  usage, 91
Moving averages, 3
  crossover strategy, 237
  usage, 238f
Muddled thinking, clarity (contrast), 58–61
Multitasking, avoidance, 104–105

N
Negative emotions, 82
Negative habits, formation, 27
Negative motivator, 39–40
Nerves, plan, 104–105
Nervous trader, calm trader (contrast), 101–106
Never say no spirit, 199
News, reading, 193–194
Novice trader, impact, 203

O
Official trading hours
  commitment, 28
  example, 78
1-hour charts
  swing trader usage, 112
  trend confirmation, 155f
123 bottom, 240–241
123 reversals, 240–241
  pattern, example, 257f
One-size-fits-all trading style, 108–109
Optimistic trader
  continuation, 137
  pessimistic trader, contrast, 135–137
  trading, initiation, 135–136
Organized trader, disorganized trader (contrast), 183–186
Oscillator, divergence, 131
Overconfidence
  importance, 123–124
  self-doubting, contrast, 121–123
  trading failures, impact, 122–123
Overnight funding cost, 150
P
Paper trading
  real trading, contrast, 10–11
  win-loss ratio, 10
Part-time trading, plan, 69
Passive trader, 188
Patience, 204
Patient trader, impatient trader (contrast), 202–203
Pattern repetition, fractal nature, 248
Pendulum
  emotional pendulum, 7
  factors, 6–7
  financial pendulum, 7
  market pendulum, 6–7
Pendulum scenarios, 5, 8
  acceptance, willfulness (contrast), 140–144
  action/remorse, contrast, 77–79
Pendulum scenarios (Continued)
calm trader, nervous trader (contrast), 101–106
clear-headed trader, sorrowful trader (contrast), 217–219
conservative trader, impulsive trader (contrast), 168–170
courage, conformity (contrast), 63–65
enthusiastic trader, apathetic trader (contrast), 80–82
fear/greed, 31–35
foresight, hindsight (contrast), 91–97
forgiving trader, angry trader (contrast), 61–63
I can spirit, I can’t spirit (contrast), 199–201
list, 6
organized trader, disorganized trader (contrast), 183–186
patient trader, impatient trader (contrast), 202–203
proactive trader, reactive trader (contrast), 186–189
realistic trader, unrealistic trader (contrast), 47–50
relaxed trader, stressed trader (contrast), 214–216
trigger pulling, regrets (contrast), 165–168
wealth, speed/absence, 45–47
Perfect system, search (futility), 3–4
Performance. See Trading factors, 68
measurement, 173, 186, 227
metrics, defining, 52
metrics, 178–183
tracking, 173
system, design questions, 183
trading system, 76–77
Performance tracking
inaccuracy, 53
system, defining, 55
Personality. See Trading personality analysis, 106
assessment, 52
defining, 120
Personal time, usage, 195
Per-trade earnings, 76
Pessimism, tempering, 137
Pessimistic trader
optimistic trader, contrast, 135–137
trading, initiation, 135–136
Physical trading environment, 29
Pips
determination, 75
gains/losses, 73
P&L. See Profit and loss
Planning, transformation step, 25–26
Plan, trading, 145
Position trader, 70
daily chart usage, 114f
patience, 115f
tendency, 86
Position trading, 112
Positive emotions, 82
Positive energy, replacement, 201–202
Positive feedback, 80–81
Positive mindset, 88
Positive words, usage, 200–201
Potential Profit Area (PPA),
determination, 158–159
Power of Habit, The (Duhigg), 21, 22
Pragmatic independent thinker, 164–165
Pragmatic trader, idealistic trader (contrast), 162–165
Premarket routine, 133
Price action, 3
Price changes, trader reaction, 187
Price channel, 238
Price targets, measurement, 141
Proactive trader
reactive trader, contrast, 186–189
trading behavior, 187–188
Problems
coaches, assistance, 88
confrontation, 88
Profit and loss (P&L) parameters, defining, 55
Profit and loss (P&L) statement, 176
equation, 178
Profiteers, (Three) examples, 158–162
Profit factor, calculation, 181
Profits
goals, 70
account sizes, impact, 73–75
calculations, example, 72, 74–76
usage, 75–76
opportunities, 69
miss, regret, 79, 230
profit-taking strategy, 56
targets, 55, 71–72
Profit-taking methodology, 158–159
Profit taking, option, 153
Profit targets, 133
decision, 150
Pro-forma estimate (trading net revenue),
creation, 134
Pro forma estimate, production, 55
Psychological preparedness, 30–31
Pullbacks, shallowness, 246

Q
Quadrants. See Traders

R
Range-bound (RB) market, example, 258
Range-bound (RB) strategies, 255
Rate of return, 71
Rationality, impact, 163
Reactive trader, proactive trader
(contrast), 186–189
Reading, learning, 199
Realistic trader, unrealistic trader
(contrast), 47–50
Real trading, paper trading (contrast), 10–11
Reckless traders, 125–126
Reckless trading, cautious trading
(contrast), 123–126
Regrets
confrontation, 168
trigger pulling, contrast, 165–168
Relative Strength Index (RSI), 131,
241
equations, 152–153
Relaxed mind, impact, 215–216
Relaxed trader, stressed trader (contrast),
214–216
Remorse/action, contrast, 77–79
Resistance, 242–243
plotting, 242–243
Return on investment (ROI), 55, 71–72,
149
arrival, 112
calculation, 72
determination, 134
examination, 227
leverage, 150
Revenge trades, 63
Reversal end-of-trend (reversal ETT)
rules, 261
Reversal end-of-trend (reversal ETT)
strategies, 255
Reward and learning system, design, 55–56
Rewards, experience, 21
Risk
limit, 72
management, 74
reduction, 158–159
return, relationship, 32
Risk/reward amount
calculation, 75
example, 72–73
Risk/reward per trade, 55
Risk/reward ratio, 73–74
usage, 179
Robbins, Anthony, 192, 199
Rohn, Jim, 198
RSI. See Relative Strength Index
Rubber band effect, 153
Scaled Fibonacci profit-taking points, usage, 158
Scalper, tendency, 86
Scalping trading, 109
Self-assessment, 54
Self-doubt, impact, 208
Self-doubting
  importance, 123
  overconfidence, contrast, 121–123
  trader, mistakes, 122
Self-forgiveness, 62
Self-management, 42
  mastery, 197
Self-manager, impact, 58–59
Self-motivation/self-recognition, 55
Shares (number), purchase (calculation), 150
Shooting stars, candlestick pattern, 240
Short-term goals, 15
  clarity, 54
Short-term trader, long-term trader (contrast), 116
Sideways consolidation phase, 188–189
Sideways markets, trending markets (time frames), 237f
Siegel, Jeremy, 91, 97
Signal line, MACD crossing, 101
Simple moving average (SMA), 237
Simple Trading System Template, 7, 275
Skepticism, impact, 166
Skill levels, standing, 173
Skills acquisition, coach guidance, 86
Slippage, 150
SMA. See Simple moving average
Society, trader success (impact), 212
Sorrowful trader, clear-headed trader (contrast), 217–219
Specific Measurable Actionable Realistic
  Time-bound (SMART) criteria, 71
Spreadsheets, usage, 174
Starting capital, 74
Stochastics, 131, 241
Stock brokerage costs/slippage, factoring, 150
Stocks
  position (swing) trades, 250
  selection, 194
Stop loss
  calculation, 150
  dollar value, calculation, 75
  plan, 56
  procedures, 129
  setting, 148, 168
  strategy, 100
Strategies. see Trading strategies
Strengths, assessment, 52
Stressed trader
  help, refusal, 216
  relaxed trader, contrast, 214–216
Strong analysis method, 101
Stubbornness
  failure, 139–140
  impact, 138–139
Stubborn trader, flexible trader (contrast), 138–140
Success. See Trader success
  factors, 68
  modeling, 192
  probability, 74
Support, 242–243
  plotting, 242–243
Support and resistance areas, 3
Swing trader, 70
  daily charts, 112
  usage, 113f
  four-hour charts, 112
  one-hour charts, 112
  pips per week target, 74
  tendency, 86
Swing trading, 112
  focus, 215
Take-action mode, 78
Take-profit levels, 160f
Target, progress (celebration), 211–212
Technical indicators, 3
Technical junkies, 4
  characteristics, 19f
  entrepreneurial trader, contrast, 18–19
  habits, example, 5
  transformation, 4–5
  steps, 25–26
Technical knowledge, limitations, 4
Technical Trader’s Trap, 4, 17, 128
  avoidance, 227
  caution, 132–134
  escape, 26
  process, 21–22
  experience, 20
  pitfalls, 20t
  struggle, 228
Technology
  advancement, 43
  hardware, checklist, 29
10 Habits
  checklist, 223
  list, 224–228
  practicing, 229
Think and Grow Rich (Hill), 51
Thinking mind, 139–140
Three Profiteers (trade management method), 158–162, 261
  15-minute chart, 160f
  strategy, application, 159
  TP levels, calculation, 161f
  trade plan, basis, 162t
Time commitment, 250
Time frames, 250
  examination, 60
  support/resistance, plotting, 242–243
  trending markets, sideways markets (contrast), 237f
  usage, 143
Time, mastery, 197
Timid trader, advantage, 168–169
Total net profit, 180
Trade entry
  5-minute chart, 157f
  criteria, 55
opportunities, Elliott Wave
  analysis/trading strategy (impact), 103f
  point, evaluation, 122
  preparation, 167
Trade plans, 145, 194, 227, 264–265
  adherence, 204
  characteristics, 129
  completion, 194
  components, 260f
  construction
    basis, 151–162
    process, 147–148
    establishment, 146
    example, 264t
    execution, flexibility, 140
    following, 104
    near perfect setup, 122
    pre-construction, 146–147
    problem, 32
    rules, formulation, 129
    setup, 26, 125
    trading system/strategy, differences, 129–130
Trader burnout
  causes, analysis, 209
  escape, 208–210
  problem, acknowledgment, 208–209
  root cause, identification, 209
  symptoms, 208
Trader business plan
  absence, impact, 52–53
  completion, 51, 224–225
  coverage, 53, 54f
  crafting, 230
  setup process, 53
  usage process, 90
Traders
  aggressiveness, 147
  frustrations, 202–203
  apathetic trader, 82
  enthusiastic trader, contrast, 80–82
  assistance, 118
Traders (Continued)

average, contrast, 9
behaviors, analysis, 17–18
business model, 28
business plan, milestones, 211–212
cautious traders, 124
chance, impact, 13–14
comradeship, 81–82
contrast, 47–50, 61–63, 116
dedication, 14–15
defining, 31
desperation, suppression, 63
dropout rates, reduction, 119–121
earnings, responsibility, 41
emotional support, 82
emotions, impact, 82
enthusiastic trader, 81–82
    apathetic trader, contrast, 80–82
entry, reasons, 41f
excitement, reasons, 40–41
existence, reasons, 41–44
expectations, realism
    absence, 49
    presence, 50
expectations, setting, 176–178
fever mode, 33
financial independence, 41–42
flexible trader, stubborn trader
    (contrast), 138–140
initiation, example, 9–10
learners, 127
learning styles, differences, 119
lives, challenges, 217–218
money, collection (decisions), 42
moral support, 82
overconfidence, 123
passive trader, 188
pendulum, 19–20
plan, 14
pragmatic trader, idealistic trader
    (contrast), 162–165
predictions, time frames (usage), 143
proactive steps, 189
problems, escape, 81
quadrants, 26–27, 27t, 229t
reactions (little guy’s way), 48–59
realistic trader, unrealistic trader
    (contrast), 47–50
reckless traders, 125–126
return on investment (ROI), 72
scorecard, completion, 90
self-management, 42
self-payment, 41
technical junkies, 4
Technical Trader’s Trap, 132–134
time, availability, 43–44
training, plan, 14
transformation, 4–5
types, 112, 116
unshakable trader, 64–65
work mobility, 43
Trader’s Analysis Toolbox, 7
Trader’s Business Plan, 7
    Workbook, 212, 275
    creation, 58
Trader’s Scorecard, 7–8, 275
    link, 8t
Trader success
    contrast, 9
daily schedule, 192–195
habits, 5
I can spirit, 200–201
impact, 212–213
mannerisms/attitudes, 199
modeling, 197–198
performance, tracking, 173
roadmap, 193f
routine, 193f
secrets, learning, 191, 228
steps, 196f
subconscious level, 198
10 Habits, 224–228
winning qualities, 195–197
## Trades
- defining, trade plan (usage), 129
- earning, 123
- emotions, absence, 79
- example, 96f
- execution, 194, 264–265
- exit, criteria, 55
- implementation, trading indicators (usage), 250
- management, 194–195
- strategies, 130
- micromanagement, 118
- notional amount, 72
- number, indication, 179
- parameters, 131
- performance, recording, 265
- per-trade goals, 70
- recording, paper (usage), 185–186
- reflection, 79
- revenge trades, 63
- self-trust, 167–168
- size, calculation, 75
- trigger, 259

## Trading
See Emotional trading

### account
- balance, example, 72
- drawdown, 148
- activities, planning, 184
- algorithmic trading, 116–117
- analysis, support, 65
- angry trading, avoidance, 62–63
- anxiety, 78
- approaches, contrast, 10–11
- best practices (application), coaches (impact), 87
- black-box trading, 116–117
- Blotter, 7
- blotter. See Daily trading blotter.
- capital, return (determination), 134
- cautious trading, reckless trading (contrast), 123–126
- chance, 13–14
- clarity, impact, 60
- confidence, source, 135–136
- continuing education, funds budgeting, 90
- contrast, 116–118
- control, loss, 62
- daily preparation, 265–266
- data, collection, 185–186
- day, defining, 55
- dedication, 18
- definition, opposition, 45–46
- demo account, 12
- discipline, 59
- distractions/interruptions, impact, 29
- earnings, potential, 80
- economic survival, 81
- emotional turmoil, calming, 215–216
- expectations, checking, 52
- failures, 122–123
- focus, 187
- framework, profit goals (usage), 75–76
- full-time profession, 3
- full-time trading, plan, 69
- futures trading, requirements, 30
- gambling, comparison, 33–34
- get-rich-quick scheme, contrast, 46
- goals, 28
- good mood trading, bad mood trading (contrast), 219–221
- grading system, 76–77
- gurus, 199
- habits, cultivation, 27–31
- high-frequency trading, 116–117
- inaction, wisdom, 203
- inactivity, 188
- income, supplementation (example), 11
- indicators, usage, 250
- intellectual challenges, 40
- job freedom, 18
- learning, 10, 11
- lessons, 97
- life, turmoil (impact), 218
- luck, impact, 99–101
- market, duality situations, 6
- methodicalness, importance, 15
Trading. See Emotional trading (Continued)

money
  amount, requirement, 45
  loss, avoidance, 45
  making, relationship, 80–81
mood, 52–53
muddled thinking, impact, 60–61
negative changes, 200
negative habits, formation, 27
net revenue, pro-forma estimate (creation), 134
noise levels, impact, 29
official trading hours
  commitment, 28
  example, 78
opportunity, 203
  analysis, impact, 98f
  loss, 78–79
organization, tools, 184
paralysis, emotion (impact), 32–33
part-time trading, plan, 69
passion, 43
perfectionists, involvement (problem), 46
performance, 88–89
  tracking system, defining, 55
personal comfort, impact, 29
perspectives, difference, 136–137
physical environment, 29
platforms, 117–118
  closing, 61
  trade evaluations, 55
positive beliefs/affirmations, 132
post-mortem, 79
preferences, defining, 54, 120
preparation, 104
psychological preparedness, 30–31
questions, 79
quiet times, 188–189
reasons, 44, 224
  absence, 33–34
relaxed mind, impact, 215–216
remorse, 77–78
results
  accountability, 207
  improvement process, 73
  measurement, 87
  monitoring, 265
reward and learning system, design, 55–56
rightness, feeling, 166–167
rules, 131, 255–264
  checklist, 266–267
secret strategy, search, 18
sequential/logical process, 99
style, 108–109
  determination, matrix (usage), 121t
  differences, 109–112
  selection, 112–118
suffering, emotions (impact), 218–219
support, positive trading
  beliefs/affirmations (impact), 132
sure-win game, absence, 45–46
take-action mode, 78
technique/strategy, search, 4
theory, 230–231
time frames, 60
  determination, 133
time of day, 69
trial-and-error mode, 52
weekly preparation, 265–266
wisdom, application, 51
zone, 56
  in the zone, 88
Trading business
  approach, 19–21, 26
  establishment, 224
    reasons, 39
  plan, usage, 28
    reasons, clarification, 52
    trader entry, reasons, 41f
Trading coach
  advantages, 86–89
  continuous learning, plan, 90
discovery process, 89
engagement, 19, 26, 56
investment perspective, 89–90
impact, 225–226. See also Education.
usage, 85
Trading journal
example, 175f
maintenance, 184–185
usage, 100, 174
Trading life
achievement (goals), 68–69
balance, 207, 228
achievement, 210–212
control/freedom, 40
example, 15–16
subjects, tackling, 68–69
target, progress (celebration), 211–212
Trading personality
defining, 54
finding, coaches (impact), 86
understanding/exploitation, 107, 226
Trading strategies, 30, 252–255
coach critiques, 86
impact, 106f
rules, 70
trade plan, difference, 129–130
trading system, difference, 129–130
usage, 70
Trading systems, 30
decision, coaches (impact), 86
defining, 55, 147
description, 133
following, 127, 226–227
forward-testing, 146
impact, 129
indicators, 133
name, 152–153
rules, determination, 133–134
sample, 249
setup, 128
process, 130–132
template, components, 130
testing, 4
metrics, defining, 52
trade plan, difference, 129–130
trading strategy, difference, 129–130
usage, 151–162
Training, continuation, 197
Transformation, path, 229–230
Trend confirmation
15-minute chart, 156f
1-hour chart, example, 155f
trend lines, usage, 239f
Trending markets, sideways markets
(time frames), 237f
Trends, 235–236
capture, channels (usage), 239f
channels, 238–239
correction (daily chart), 154f
definition, moving averages (usage), 238f
highlighting, channels (usage), 241f
indicators, 236–238
lines, 238–239
drawing, 239f
trend-following rules, 259–261
trend-following strategies, 252
trend-line break, 240, 259
candle, sale (example), 263f
wave characteristics, 245–247
Trend trade (TT), 252
requirements, 253f
Trigger pulling
example, 165–166
regrets, contrast, 165–168
Trump, Donald John, 186
TT. See Trend trade
Tweezer tops/bottoms, candlestick pattern, 240
2 percent capital at risk per trade,
application (examples), 149–151

U
Uncertainties, reaction (ability), 123
Unleveraged profit goals, calculations, 72
### Unlimited Power (Robbins), 192
Unlucky trader, lucky trader (contrast), 97–101
Unrealistic trader, realistic trader (contrast), 47–50
Unshakable trader, 64–65

### V
Vardon, Harry, 101
Vision, establishment, 52
Visual learner, 119

### W
Wave counts
- 15-minute time frame, 93f
- 1-hour time frame, 92f

*Wave Principle, The* (Elliott), 244
  Robert Prechter Jr., 244
Waves
  - corrective wave characteristics, 247–248
  - killer wave, 247
  - motive wave, 244

Win/loss ratio, 10, 46–47, 55
  - assumption, 151
  - calculation, 73–74
  - impact, 179
  - usage, example, 123

Win percentage, calculation, 181
Wisdom
  - cliché, 146
  - inaction, 203

Woods, Tiger (coach impact), 86
Work environment, plan, 57
Working trading environment, control, 29
Work-life balance, 210–211
Worry, feeling, 201–202
Woulda, Coulda Shoulda mindset, 95–97